BEYOND EXPECTATION

CALLMEDIA
EXPERT CONTACT

CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVER
BEFORE – SO MAKE SURE YOU GET IT RIGHT EVERY TIME
In times of low trust and low confidence, those organisations that improve service and loyalty
will survive and thrive.
Your contact centre strategy is the key to managing and exceeding your customers’ and citizens’
evolving expectations across a truly multi-channel environment.
Callmedia Expert Contact is an innovative, feature rich, multi-channel contact centre management
product. Callmedia can be delivered either on premise or as a hosted solution.
It empowers contact centres to help their organisations provide the most compelling customer
experience - always matching each customer with the most appropriate agent, at the most
appropriate time – and provides supervisors with unrivalled management information and insight.
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MAKING CONTACT CENTRES WORK BETTER
Callmedia has been built around the guiding principle of ‘Expert Contact’, which aims to match
contact centre agents to customers in a way that maximises the value of every interaction. With
Callmedia, we transform the agent experience through a simple, modern and efficient Desktop
experience. Callmedia provides agents with all the tools needed to handle the contact in a
seamless and efficient manner. Whether it’s a phone call, dialler call, email, chat session, SMS,
Facebook comment or Tweet, the content is all managed within one simple interface, making
it a positive, faster and pleasurable experience for the agent, reducing the need to switch
applications during customer interactions.

www.callmedia.co.uk

HOW DOES IT WORK?

WHAT IS CALLMEDIA?
Callmedia Expert Contact is designed to make contact centres work better,
by providing an immersive experience for agents which allows them to deliver
compelling customer experiences and engagement via the Contact Centre.
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Callmedia delivers:
 Agent efficiency: Taking onboard extensive feedback from customers and agents, the
interface has been designed to ensure agents can deliver a quicker service to contacts
by providing access to key actions with fewer clicks. The simplicity of the interface
reduces training costs and allows the introduction of new channels of communication
cost effectively.
 Interaction History: Designed specifically for a modern multi-channel contact centre,
Interaction History provides the agent with complete visibility of all previous contacts,
across all channels in one central window within the Desktop. This allows the agent
to deliver a more informed level of service to your valued contact, enabling them to
defuse situations quickly, leading to a better customer experience.
 Routing: Callmedia uses sophisticated call routing technology to ensure each
customer is always matched with the most appropriate agent, at the most appropriate
time.
 Multi-channel: The service is flexible enough to handle all popular media types,
phone calls, dialler calls, email, chat session, SMS, Facebook comments or Tweets.
 Dialler: The Callmedia dialler provides a highly flexible addition to the business,
opening up more effective ways to make contacts for sales, telemarketing or even
debt collections. We differentiate ourselves on delivering a more personal experience,
allowing agents to either work on personal calling allowing agents to focus on what
they do best, creating customer relationships, however also still allowing agents to
work on behalf of a team campaign. Our outbound capability is available on Avaya,
Mitel and Cisco PBX Platforms.
 Integration: Easily integrate business applications with the telephone system and
contact centre using modern and flexible API’s. This allows the contact centre to
deliver better customer service, speedier response times, and more productivity from
their employees to provide a competitive advantage.
 Delivery: Callmedia can be delivered as a hosted solution or on premise on a variety
of PBX platforms, so you can make the most of your existing investment.

KEY FEATURES
 Simple, modern, intuitive agent
interface
 Customer Interaction History
 Multi-channel blending
 Customer-aware routing
 Outbound campaign blending
 Expertise-based collaboration and
presence
 Skills-based routing
 Dynamic priority boost
 Management by exception threshold
alerting system
 Wallboards

CALLMEDIA EXPERT CONTACT

Callmedia has been designed around the
guiding principles and six elements of
Expert Contact Everytime.

 Real-time management information
 Historic Reporting & Report
Scheduler
 Agent Assistance
 Open and published database and
for simple custom reporting and
integration
 Integrated screen-popping and call
control
 Comprehensive and freely
distributed programmer’s SDK for
fast integration between systems

Routing

Firstly, we take each
interaction, regardless of
channel, and get it to the
ROUTING
right place. We can identify
who is contacting you, and
make an intelligent decision based on your
business rules.
Whether it’s a platinum customer or someone
in the middle of a claims process and you need
to put them through to the same agent. Maybe
it’s something as simple as working out they
have called in previously and hung up.
For your outbound activity, ensure you dial the
right customer at the right time and achieve
complete control. You can filter and prioritise
all of your dialling in real time to react to realworld scenarios.
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Allocation
Next, ensure each interaction
is allocated to the right agent.

ALLOCATION

Allocation is much more
than traditional ‘Skills-BasedRouting’. Allocate an interaction to the last
person who dealt with a customer or make sure
people about to buy, go to your top closers.
Every contact centre has peaks and troughs. It’s
easy to use your top people effectively during
lulls, but when things get busy, it’s all hands
to the pumps. Callmedia offers true real time
skill blending between all channels, so you can
bring in more people, automatically, to answer
high priority calls, interrupt people on emails
and stop outbound activity to fulfill service
levels if required.
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DESKTOP

Desktop
The interaction between you
and your customer is the
really critical stage.

Callmedia takes all the
information from Routing and Allocation and
presents it in our Desktop interface. Agents
immediately see all past interaction history
across all channels. And with a smart, easy-to-use
interface, they get to concentrate on what they
need to say and do, rather than how they do it.
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
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Collaboration and
presence
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Information
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Management

Every agent can’t know
COLLABORATION
everything, but customers
shouldn’t be passed from pillar
to post. At the click of a button,
agents can call up a list of subject-matter experts
and external contacts to consult with.

Callmedia comes with a
highly versatile statistics
INFORMATION
display as standard, which
can be used by supervisors
at their desktops, and
even provides views for Wallboard screens
throughout the contact centre.

Callmedia provides fast,
straight forward access
MANAGEMENT
to all information and
configuration for managers.
There is a host of additional
custom services available to enable greater
control of your internal resources.

Because the contacts are specific to the task at
hand, it’s always relevant and there’s no need
to hunt for the right expert. Real time presence
information and queue statistics help save
time, and you can even share notes before
passing the call over.

As well as standard contact centre metrics,
Callmedia is extensible with configurable viewers
for your own web pages and web applications.
See your own business data alongside that of
the contact centre, without the need to switch
between applications and reports.

Delivering real time control of call routing,
skills, SLAs and other routing criteria helps you
quickly and decisively react to the unexpected.

You can improve customer service through
dedicated customer experience reports and
statistics. Supervisors can trace a customer’s
journey through the contact centre, while
agents can see at the click of a button how
many times a call has been held, transferred
and queued.

Delivering real time control of call routing,
skills, SLAs and other routing criteria helps you
quickly and decisively react to the unexpected.

www.callmedia.co.uk
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TACKLING THE MULTICHANNEL CHALLENGE
Callmedia is a true next generation contact
centre platform, integrating voice, email,
chat and other forms of media seamlessly
and effectively.
We’re always working on what might be
the next big thing in customer contact. Our
customers want to be innovative with social
trends such as Twitter and Facebook, so with
Callmedia, we make integrating a new channel
into the contact centre as straight-forward as
possible, communicating with your customers
however they want to get in touch and making
sure your technology doesn’t hold you back.
In Callmedia, Expert Contact is available to
all media types, so it doesn’t matter what
kind of interaction your handling, all the usual
features are available. The only exception to
this rule is Expert Collaboration, which is not
currently available for email, webchat, social
media or SMS.

Outbound voice calls
In addition to reporting on all calls made
from the user handset, the system can be
fully integrated with our unified outbound list
dialling system.

Emails
Callmedia ensures all emails automatically
receive a standard response, so that the person
sending the email knows that it has been
received before is has been responded to
formally by an agent.
Callmedia can interrupt emails if a telephone
call (or other task) arrives that is more urgent, so
you’re your service levels are always achieved. The
system keeps a full audit trail of emails received
and their responses, and makes sure that replies
from the contact centre are addressed from the
contact centre, rather than from individual users.

SMS
The Callmedia SMS gateway enables text
messages to be sent and received into the

contact centre. Previous conversations with that
customer are also presented to the user, so that
an informed response can be given.
SMS messaging is particularly useful for sending
customers appointment reminders and Callmedia
Expert Contact ensures that responses from
customers are handled quickly and efficiently.

Web Callback
Callmedia Expert Contact allows you to call
back customers when they register interest on
your website – either immediately or at atime
they request. Web Callback automatically
handles issues such as time-zones and
countries, ensuring that international customers
are handled appropriately.

Webchat
Customers can enter into a chat session with
a Callmedia user. The customer can request
a transcription of the chat session when it is
finished, and the user has access to pre-defined
text and phrases so that common responses
are easily and consistently communicated.

Social media
We pioneered integrating social media into the
contact centre in 2009 with our Social Media
connector for Callmedia.
Our mission is make our system as easy as
possible to plug into, so that you can respond
more effectively to new and evolving platforms,
as well as fast-changing consumer trends in
social media across your customer base.

Ad-hoc tasks
Skills-based is not just required for telephone
interactions, it’s also increasingly needed for all
customer interactions - whether they originate
on the web, email or from an SMS.
But not all communication is electronic.
Callmedia’s revolutionary ad-hoc task facility
brings paper, coupons and back office tasks
into the contact centre where they can be
measured, prioritised and effectively managed
for the value contribution they make.

OUTBOUND DIALLING
Our Ofcom compliant dialler, Callmedia Advance, enables call centre managers to manage multiple
outbound campaigns with users engaged in preview, progressive and predictive dialling.
Expert Contact blending provides a single environment for call-blending. This offers the ability to share the
workload – inbound telephone calls, emails, faxes and outbound calls - or any other contact channel - between
users, no matter where they are located, using a single management interface.

T: 0844 324 0000

E: feedback@callmedia.co.uk

W: www.callmedia.co.uk

